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Paper 1
First presented at the GL8 conference in New Orleans 2006 as a prototype, OpenSIGLE went life in
December 2007. After 3 years of existence, the results are beyond all expectations. OpenSIGLE has
become a reference source for grey literature, and its user community has grown constantly, especially
from outside Europe. The integration of the GL conference preprints into the repository from 2008
onwards not only added research papers on the topic of grey literature to its contents, but also permitted
OpenSIGLE to be accepted in the “Directory of Open Access Repositories” (OpenDOAR).
In spite of the success of OpenSIGLE it’s not wise to rest on one’s laurels. The change of name to
“OpenGrey” signifies a shift in the content of the repository as well as in its physical appearance. Besides
providing a new look and a more convenient technological environment, OpenGrey closes the gap
between the close of the SIGLE database and today, including recent records and links to the full text.
The paper presents the new website which includes numerous facilities requested by users such as OAIPMH, the possibility to export records and an improved access to the document itself. OpenGrey also
takes into account a changed user behaviour, where visitors arrive after searching Google or Google
Scholar and want all relevant information at a glance. The paper further explains input procedures and
gives other information for the ongoing updates of the repository. Finally we call former SIGLE members
and new partners to contribute to OpenGrey.
The costs for the development of the new website are entirely supported by INIST and part of ongoing
activities.
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